
 Vinyl Liner Pools

Vinyl Liners



On the cover: Gemini pool with Bali | Blue Granite liner.

Reef Full Floor Liner

Latham Vinyl Liners
The vinyl liner you select will play a huge role in what 
your pool looks like. What color will the water be when 
you look through it? How will the sunshine look  
dancing along the surface in the early morning—or at 
dusk? The wide variety of vinyl liner options offered  
by Latham will ensure that your pool looks the way you 
want it to, and that it matches your vision of what  
a pool can be.

Our liners are fabricated using only premium vinyl  
material that meets and exceeds the industry standard. 
All Latham liners are formulated with antimicrobial and  
UV inhibitors, designed to resist normal degradation and 
provide a beautiful looking pool for years to come.  
In addition, our liners are custom-made based on your 
pool measurements using state-of-the-art design 
software, resulting in the industry’s best fitting liner.

Warranty

Latham vinyl liners have a 25-year limited transferable 
warranty in Canada, with 5-year full coverage and 
20-year prorated coverage against manufacturer defects.
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With the Latham Liner Visualizer you can 
design your perfect pool, from anywhere 
and on any device—right down to the  
color of the water.

www.lathamlinervisualizer.com

Courtstone Grey | Stardust Grey Liner
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Standard – Floor seams are visible on standard liners. Ultra-Seam – No visible floor seams.

The Ultra-Seam® Advantage
All Latham liners come with our exclusive Ultra-Seam 
technology—the strongest seam you’ll never see.  
This patent-pending liner seaming technology not only 
provides stronger liner seams for your pool, it is also 
virtually invisible—something that standard welded  
liner seams simply cannot achieve.
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Pixel Blue Pearl – 30 gaButterfly Effect Pearl – 30 ga Disco Pearl – 30 ga

Butterfly Effect Pearl Full Floor Liner

All vinyl liner graphics are for illustration purposes only. It is recommended by the manufacturer to view an actual vinyl sample before ordering your liner.  
Color may vary from printed brochure. The manufacturer reserves the right to change liner selections without notice.

Vinyl Liner Patterns
Latham offers a wide array of custom-made liners in 
exclusive designer patterns. Do you want soothing  
and tranquil? Or rich and intense? Express yourself  
with one of our myriad tile patterns, or opt for the 
modern simplicity of a full floor liner. However you 
envision your backyard lifestyle, there is a liner for you.

The Pearlscape™ Collection is the newest 
addition to our liner collection.  
The iridescent patterns of Pearlscape 
will glimmer in the sunlight,  
and reflect beautifully at night.
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Courtstone 
Blue
Stardust Blue
30 ga

New

Courtstone 
Grey
Stardust Grey
30 ga

New Light

Dark

Upgrade the overall look of your pool. 
Practical and stylish, Latham’s designer tile 
and floor pairings encompass the entire 
range of stylish designs and shades.

Oxford | Electric Aquarius Liner
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Royal
Blue Mosaic
30 ga

New

Seaside
Penny Mosaic
30 ga

New

Gulf Coast
Tan Seastone
30 ga

Capri
Fresco II
30 ga

Colbalt Lake
Grey Mosaic
30 ga

Medium

Medium

Light

Light

Light

All vinyl liner graphics are for illustration purposes only. It is recommended by the manufacturer to view an actual vinyl sample before ordering your liner.  
Color may vary from printed brochure. The manufacturer reserves the right to change liner selections without notice.
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Marble Inlay
Crystal
30 ga

Mountain Top
Blue Mosaic
30 ga

Tan Sierra
Gold Pebble
30 ga

Nantucket
Blue Seastone
30 ga

Hampton
Seaglass
30 ga

Light

Light

Medium

Medium

Medium
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Terrazzo
Coral
30 ga

Panama
Royal Prism
30 ga

Vintage 
Mosaic
Blue Mosaic
30 ga

Stonebraid
Royal Prism
30 ga

Bali
Blue Granite
30 ga

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Dark

All vinyl liner graphics are for illustration purposes only. It is recommended by the manufacturer to view an actual vinyl sample before ordering your liner.  
Color may vary from printed brochure. The manufacturer reserves the right to change liner selections without notice.
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Charleston
Prism
30 ga

Coventry
Prism
30 ga

Barolo
Prism
30 ga

Indigo Marble
Blue Granite
30 & 40 ga

Legends
Deep Blue Fusion
30 ga

Dark

Dark

Dark

Dark

Dark
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Oxford
Electric Aquarius
30 ga

Summerwave
Deep Blue Fusion
30 ga

Terrazzo
Electric Aquarius
30 ga

Electric Blue Base Film Dark

Dark

DarkElectric Blue Base Film

All vinyl liner graphics are for illustration purposes only. It is recommended by the manufacturer to view an actual vinyl sample before ordering your liner.  
Color may vary from printed brochure. The manufacturer reserves the right to change liner selections without notice.

Hampton | Seaglass Liner
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These images illustrate the impact of the color and pattern of the pool liner on the appearance of the water. Color variations may occur due to the nature of photography and printing.
All 30 ga full print liners (no tile borders) are available with no additional full floor print upcharge.

All of our floor patterns are available as full-pool liners, 
without tile, for an even more seamless effect.

Electric Blue Base Film DarkDark

Medium

Medium

LightLight

Light

Dark

Dark

Medium

MediumLight

Light

Light

Light

Dark

Dark

Medium

Medium

Medium

Light

Light

Light

Light

Urban Marble | 30 ga

Blue Granite | 30 & 40 ga

Grey Mosaic | 30 ga

Crystal | 30 ga

Coral | 30 ga

Onyx | 30 ga

Blue | 30 ga

Blue Mosaic | 30 ga

Deep Blue Fusion | 30 ga

Reef | 30 ga

Fresco II | 30 ga

Royal Prism | 30 ga

Prism | 30 ga

Light Blue | 30 ga

Blue Seastone | 30 ga

Electric Aquarius | 30 ga

Tan Seastone | 30 ga

Gold Pebble | 30 ga

Seaglass | 30 ga

Aqua | 30 ga

White | 30 ga

Penny Mosaic | 30 ga New Stardust Blue | 30 ga New Stardust Grey | 30 ga New
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Vinyl Over Steps
Add a layer of beauty, sophistication and convenience  
to any existing pool. Our vinyl over steps system  
can be used in any type of vinyl-lined pool—polymer  
wall or steel wall. Consider our vinyl over steps  
system for a beautiful, uninterrupted liner pattern  
across your pool, and to build steps customized  
to your design specifications.

All floor patterns are available in Tread-Tex for vinyl over step application.
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There are several best practices that are essential  
to safe pool operation:

• Ensure that the pool is kept in good repair and is not 
used when there is a missing or broken component.

• Anyone under the influence of alcohol, drugs or 
stimulants that would impair their abilities or judgment 
should not use the pool.

• Ensure that the pool is protected by appropriate  
barriers to unsupervised entry, including fencing with 
self-latching gates, covers, alarms, etc.

There are a number of items that are essential for pool 
safety, all of which should be installed in accordance  
with the manufacturer’s instructions as well as state and 
local statutes:

• Safety ropes should remain in place at all times.

• “No Diving” signs should be placed appropriately  
and in accordance with directions.

• Latham provides an area sign which must be permanently 
and conspicuously affixed in the pool area.

• You must have means of entry into and exit from  
the pool.

• You must have fencing with a self-latching gate that 
prevents children and pets from reaching the pool 
unsupervised, in accordance with local regulations.

• You must have approved drain covers to protect against 
suction entrapment.

• You must have the minimum required inlets and  
returns to ensure proper water circulation.

• Appropriate in-pool lighting should be used at night.

• Diving boards and slides require minimum depths and 
distances and must be installed in strict compliance 
with the manufacturer’s specifications. If your pool is 
labeled “Non-diving,” do not install diving equipment.

Several books and other items about pool safety are 
included with each Latham pool. Carefully read these  
and make them accessible to those who use your pool:

• Pool Owners’ Safety Book

• PHTA “Sensible Way” Book

• Lifetime Limited Warranty

• “Children Aren’t Waterproof” Pamphlet

• “Non-diving” Label

• Additional Warning Labels

• Use and Care Manual

• Safety Sign Installation Sheet

• Additional Signs and Labels

Be sure your installer supplies you with all of the safety 
information that accompanies your pool and installs  
the warning stickers and area sign where they can be 
clearly visible to all who use the pool.

We also recommend that you contact your local 
American Red Cross for available CPR and other vital 
safety programs.

Smart pool owners consider safety first,  
and take specific steps to ensure  
that their family, friends and guests are 
knowledgeable about the safe and  
sensible use of their pool.
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Vinyl Liner Selection 
Specifications

Blue Granite

Prism

Fresco II

Prism

Grey Mosaic

Stardust Blue

Stardust Grey

Prism

Tan Seastone

Seaglass

Blue Granite

Deep Blue Fusion

Crystal

Blue Mosaic

Blue Seastone

Electric Aquarius – Electric Blue Base Film

Royal Prism

Blue Mosaic

Penny Mosaic

Royal Prism

Deep Blue Fusion

Gold Pebble

Coral

Electric Aquarius – Electric Blue Base Film

Blue Mosaic

Aqua

Blue

Butterfly Effect Pearl – Pearlscape

Disco Pearl – Pearlscape

Light Blue

Onyx

Pixel Blue Pearl – Pearlscape

Reef

Urban Marble

White

Bali

Barolo

Capri

Charleston

Colbalt Lake

Courtstone Blue

Courtstone Grey

Coventry

Gulf Coast

Hampton

Indigo Marble

Legends

Marble Inlay

Mountain Top

Nantucket

Oxford

Panama

Royal

Seaside

Stonebraid

Summerwave

Tan Sierra

Terrazzo

Terrazzo

Vintage Mosaic

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 & 40 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

30 ga

9"

10"

9"

9"

10"

11"

11"

10"

10-1/2"

9-1/2"

9-1/2"

10"

9-1/2"

9-1/2"

11"

7-3/4"

10-1/2"

7-3/4"

9"

9"

9-3/4"

15"

10"

10"

9"

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Full Floor

Dark

Dark

Light

Dark

Light

Dark

Light

Dark

Light

Medium

Dark

Dark

Light

Medium

Medium

Dark

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Dark

Light

Medium

Dark

Medium

Light

Medium

Dark

Medium

Light

Dark

Medium

Light

Light

Light

Floor PatternTile Pattern Weight Tile Height Shade

References to light, medium and dark shades are general and do not guarantee the effect the vinyl liners will have on the color of a pool.
All vinyl liner graphics are for illustration purposes only. It is recommended by the manufacturer to view an actual vinyl sample before ordering your liner.  
Color may vary from printed brochure. The manufacturer reserves the right to change liner selections without notice.
© Latham Pool Products, Inc. 2020. All rights reserved. 12/20
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383 Elgin Street
Brantford, ON N3S 7P5
800-638-7422

lathampool.ca

NOTICE: The manufacturer stands behind every product they 
produce pursuant to those representations which are stated in the 
written warranties. Your dealer/builder/contractor is an independent 
businessperson and not an agent or employee of the manufacturer. 
The manufacturer cannot and does not accept any responsibility for 
any representations, statements or contracts made by any dealer/
builder/contractor.

The specifications in this brochure were believed to be true at the  
time of printing. However, specifications, standard equipment and 
options are subject to change without notice.

The manufacturer does not manufacture slides, diving boards, or any 
other diving equipment. Any use of such equipment must be in strict 
compliance with the equipment manufacturer’s specifications, The 
Association of Pool and Spa Professionals’ (APSP) Standards, as well  
as local building codes and regulations.

In some pictures, the safety line rope and floats, and safety signage 
have been removed from the pool for photographic purposes.  
The safety line should be permanently attached at all times. We also 
urge you to use handrails and grab rails in accordance with the  
APSP Standards.


